ABSTRACT
changed significantly over the years, there are still unexplored opportunities left by this seminal work. Our approach enables us to identify promising directions for future research that reinforce the themes anchored in March's (1991) article. In particular, we call for reconnecting current research to the behavioral roots of this article and uncovering the microfoundations of exploration and exploitation. Our analysis further identifies opportunities for integrating this framework with resource-based theories, and considering how exploration and exploitation can be sourced and integrated within and across organizational boundaries. Finally, our analysis reveals prospects for extending the notions of exploration and exploitation to new domains, but we caution that such domains should be clearly delineated. We conclude with a call for more research on the antecedents of exploration and exploitation and for studying their underexplored dimensions.
INTRODUCTION
In 1991, James March published his seminal article "Exploration and Exploitation in Organizational Learning" (March, 1991) . Perceiving organizations as adaptive systems, he introduced the concepts of exploration and exploitation, and discussed the relationship and trade-offs between the processes and activities underlying them. Since then, "exploration" and "exploitation" have become core intellectual constituents of a range of business discourse, stretching from management and marketing to entrepreneurship and finance. In particular, they have become firmly embedded in academic thinking relating to innovation, organization design, organizational learning, competitive advantage, and organizational survival.
In this study, we revisit March's article and analyze the impact it has had on scholarly thinking using a comprehensive and structured review of the diverse research inspired by its publication. March (1991) accumulated around 6,000 Web of Science citations and more than 20,000 Google Scholar citations, implying that such an endeavor is worth pursuing to capture the extent and nature of that influence.
We depart from previous studies reviewing March (1991) (e.g., Fourné, Jansen, & Rosenbusch, 2016; Lavie, Stettner, & Tushman, 2010;  see Online Appendix A1) in several ways. From an empirical standpoint, we analyze a significantly broader set of articles that cite March's (1991) article without limiting our review to specific research domains or journals. This allows us to more holistically assess the influence of this article. Rather than pursuing a classic narrative review approach, which can be limiting and potentially biased with such a vast and diverse literature (Ramos-Rodriguez & Ruiz-Navarro, 2004) , our approach combines two methods. Similar to some review studies, we use bibliometric analysis to identify the scope and structure of the impact March's article had by identifying the most relevant contributions and research clusters through bibliographic coupling. This enables us to identify research streams and "schools of thought" in the form of related publications based on the structure of their references. Unlike previous reviews, we then text-mine the abstracts of all citing articles to identify relevant concepts and dominant themes and their development over the years. We accomplish this by applying text mining to uncover the conceptual insights in the papers. This allows us to shift the level of analysis from publications and their citations to the actual content of each article.
Consequently, we can unpack the constructs of exploration and exploitation to investigate how the prevalence of the terms emerging from March's (1991) work on exploration (search, variation, risk-taking, experimentation, play, flexibility, discovery, innovation) and exploitation (refinement, choice, production, efficiency, selection, implementation, and execution) has changed over time. By using these methods in tandem, we can examine the breadth, scope, and evolution of March's (1991) influence, with less interference from our individual interpretation of his work.
Our approach enables us to identify promising directions for future research that reinforce the themes anchored in March's (1991) article. In particular, we call for reconnecting current research to the behavioral roots of March (1991) and uncovering the microfoundations of exploration and exploitation. Our analysis further identifies opportunities for integrating his framework with resource-based theories and elaborating research that considers how exploration and exploitation can be sourced and integrated within and across organizational boundaries. We conclude with a call for further research on the antecedents of exploration and exploitation and for studying their underexplored dimensions.
Yet, we caution against attempts to draw generalizable conclusions when studying this phenomenon across different dimensions and contexts.
EMPIRICAL REVIEW

Citation trends and scope
We first analyzed the citation trends and scope. 1 We retrieved all journal articles that were published in the ISI Web of Science database and cited March (1991) . As we are interested in the overall impact of this article, we did not constrain the list of journals to any specific research area. This procedure yielded a set of 3,949 citing articles published between 1991 and 2016. 2 Figure 1 shows that citing publications have steadily increased and come from an ever-widening number of research fields. Indeed, we see an increasing dispersion of influence. By 2016, the article's influence spread over more than eleven research areas, with no single field accounting for more than 20% of the citing articles.
___________________
Insert Figure 1 here ___________________ 1 Please see A2 for a detailed description of the data collection and methodology. 2 Out of these 3,949 articles, the ISI Web of Science database provided the full abstracts of 3,684 articles.
Analysis of the intellectual structure of citing articles and their core themes
Next, we used bibliographic coupling (Kessler 1963) and network analysis to identify streams and clusters of related research. We used the shared references of the 500 most cited articles to calculate proximity scores for each pair of articles. The resulting network graph, including five distinct clusters, can be seen in Figure 2 . ___________________ Insert Figure 2 here ___________________ In the next step, we applied a text mining approach using a Bayesian learning algorithm available in the Leximancer software package (Wilden, Akaka, Karpen, & Hohberger, 2017) , to uncover the main themes and concepts discussed by the literature in each of the five clusters identified in the coupling analysis ( Figure 1 ). This provides us with a relatively objective and unbiased representation of the most relevant constructs within each cluster. We show the key numeric results of the analysis together with the findings of the coupling analysis in Table 1 . Overall, it is interesting that not only are the publications grouped in relatively distinct clusters within the network, but also that we can identify distinct combinations of themes between the clusters. This supports the conclusion that there are distinctive schools of thought building on March (1991) .
___________________
Insert Table 1 here ___________________ Our analysis reveals five distinctive clusters of research. Cluster 1 is represented by studies focusing on organizational learning, which is somewhat diverse and includes two subgroups. The first is a sub-cluster emphasizing co-evolutionary adaption (Baum & Ingram, 1998; Denrell & March, 2001; Lewin & Volberda, 1999) and features more marketingoriented studies (Olson, Slater, & Hult, 2005; Slater & Narver, 1995) . The second sub-cluster is centered on the work of Bowman and Hurry (1993 ) Miller (1993 ), and Ocasio (1997 , with a focus on learning strategy, performance and change.
Cluster 2, which is the smallest cluster, includes papers oriented around international learning and collaboration. It, too, includes two sub-clusters. The first sub-cluster revolves around work on acquisitions and international learning (Barkema & Vermeulen, 1998; Chang & Rosenzweig, 2001; Vermeulen & Barkema, 2001) , with the second sub-cluster focusing on research relating to learning in the context of alliances and inter-organizational collaborations (Barringer & Harrison, 2000; Grant & Baden-Fuller, 2004; Koza & Lewin, 1998) . Cluster 3 is the largest and most central cluster. It also has the highest impact, with an average of 417 citations per paper and 10,851 citations overall. Perhaps because of its size, it is also the least homogenous cluster. It features popular research on dynamic capabilities and absorptive capacity (Teece, 2007; Zahra & George, 2002; Zollo & Winter, 2002) , as well as work on knowledge management (Gold & Arvind Malhotra, 2001; Matusik & Hill, 1998; Nonaka, Von Krogh, & Voelpel, 2006) . Cluster 4 is the most homogeneous cluster, with an emphasis on organizational exploration and exploitation, ambidexterity, and firm performance (Gupta, Smith, & Shalley, 2006; Jansen, Van Den Bosch, & Volberda, 2006; Raisch & Birkinshaw, 2008 ). Cluster 5 is largely based on studies of technology and innovation, including topics such as recombinant search, open innovation, evolutionary economics, and local search (Almeida, 1996; Katila & Ahuja, 2002; Rosenkopf & Nerkar, 2001) , as well as work on social networks (Burt, 2000; Phelps, 2010) and technology, knowledge, and innovation.
It is interesting to investigate the evolution of the publications within the network and how the citation patterns and content of scholarly discussions change over time. Examining the number of key articles published within each cluster over time, we can see that research on learning and marketing (Cluster 4) and alliances and acquisitions (Cluster 1) tends to be 'older'. More recent research relating to March (1991) has been published in the areas of organizational structure, ambidexterity, and performance (Cluster 3) as well as technological search, innovation, and networks (Cluster 5). Research on capabilities, resources, and change (Cluster 2) and technological search and innovation was mainly published at the turn of the millennium.
Development of concepts and themes over time
We next looked at how authors have used words related to the concepts of exploration and exploitation. First, we text-mined all abstracts to identify how the use of the terms exploration, exploitation, and ambidexterity has evolved over the years (see Figures 3a and   3b ). 3 We find that all three terms have been used increasingly in research over the years, with exploration being mentioned most frequently ahead of exploitation and ambidexterity. The frequencies of the terms exploration and exploitation are quite aligned, with these terms often used in tandem. In turn, ambidexterity has gained popularity mostly in the last decade. In terms of relative importance (that is, the frequency of term usage relative to the most frequently used term), we find that with a few exceptions during the first decade, exploration has been relatively more important than the other two terms.
To further understand how authors use terms related to exploration and exploitation we studied the use of March's (1991) suggested keywords representing these activities. 4 Overall, we find that exploration-related terms have been used more frequently than exploitation-related terms (73% compared to 27%). In regard to the terms used for expressing exploration (Figure 4b) , we see that innovation has been used most often, followed by search and flexibility, which are much less common. Overall, the terms production, efficiency, and choice represent the most frequently used exploitation-related terms, with a more recent focus on efficiency, implementation, and choice. In turn, the terms variation, risk-taking, experimentation, play, and discovery are rarely used in connection with exploration, whereas the terms execution and selection are infrequently used in connection with exploitation. All these tendencies crystalize over the years. 
______________________________
REFLECTIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
Our comprehensive, albeit brief, analysis of the impact of March's (1991) seminal article reveals a number of important findings that point to interesting avenues for future research (see Table 2 ).
___________________
Insert Table 2 here ___________________
Reconnecting with the behavioral roots of March (1991)
Our analysis shows that the exploration-exploitation framework has evolved from a predominant focus on organizational behavior to the theme of innovation. Nevertheless, there is room for further research on how behavioral tendencies of managers, such as the risk propensity of executives (e.g., Buckley, Chen, Clegg, & Voss, 2017) relate to a firm's ability to explore versus exploit. Moreover, in his article, March bridges the individual, organizational, and environmental levels of analysis when discussing knowledge equilibrium. Future research may consider not only individual learning, but also extend his framework to environmental trends at the institution, industry, and country levels (e.g., Miller, Lavie, & Delios, 2016) . Such research can potentially reveal how cultural and institutional differences across countries influence a firm's tendency to explore versus exploit. In particular, some cultures are more tolerant of failure and their institutions furnish support to entrepreneurs, which is likely to reinforce exploration.
The microfoundations of exploration and exploitation
Related to the previous recommendation of connecting back to March's behavioral roots, our analysis clearly shows a preference for research conducted at the organizational level (Levinthal & March, 1993; Rivkin & Siggelkow, 2003; Rosenkopf & Nerkar, 2001) and inter-organizational level (e.g., Lavie & Rosenkopf, 2006; Rothaermel & Deeds, 2004 ) (see Table 1 ). This is a particularly surprising finding given (March, 1991: 73) ." Our findings indicate, however, that prior research has relied on March (1991) to study various phenomena at the organizational level, such as innovation and diversification, without revisiting the critical questions he raised for organizations (see Figure 2 and Table 1 ). Future research may need to give more attention to enhancing understanding of the microfoundations of exploration and exploitation by linking such microfoundational lower-level processes back to existing research on meso-and macrolevel aspects of exploration and exploitation. One example of this avenue is Oehmichen et al. (2017) . Based on the premise that a board of directors and its members present an important micro-foundational antecedent of an organization's ability to pursue both exploration and exploitation (O'Reilly & Tushman, 2013) , they find that the benefits of boards of directors' knowledge heterogeneity only outweigh the associated costs beyond a particular threshold, thus finding a U-shaped relationship between this individual level board heterogeneity and organizational ambidexterity. Further research along these lines can help solidify a firstprinciples logic seen in work on the microfoundations of strategy (Felin, Foss, & Ployhart, 2015) . A rather unique approach to this is seen in Laureiro Martínez, et al. (2015) , who utilize fMRI to examine how brain activity links to exploratory versus exploitative demands.
Indeed, studying exploration and exploitation across levels can shed more light on the mechanisms by which organizations accumulate and apply knowledge.
Integrating March (1991) into resource-based thinking
Our coupling citation analysis indicates that the most influential research linking March's work to capabilities, resources, and change was published around the turn of the 21 st century (see A4 and Figure 1 ), while the text mining results imply that themes around capabilities, resources, and change have not been at the center of research following March (1991) (see A5). However, in his article, March clearly refers to capabilities for change in the context of environmental turbulence. Most current research takes it for granted that firms can explore and exploit, focusing on the desirable balance between these activities and its performance implications. However, firms possess idiosyncratic capabilities for exploration and exploitation that constrain their tendencies to explore versus exploit, and shape the performance implications of these tendencies (Levinthal & March, 1993 Finally, future research may seek to isolate the particular capabilities needed to support exploration and exploitation, and study how these capabilities emerge and become embedded in organizational routines. For example, early research interpreted ambidexterity to be a dynamic capability (O'Reilly III & Tushman, 2008) . However, Wilden et al. (2016) show that ambidexterity and dynamic capability research have evolved into separate, albeit related research streams. Thus, future research may investigate how exploration, exploitation, and dynamic capabilities relate. Although, both exploitative and exploratory learning may shape dynamic capabilities (Zollo & Winter, 2002) , exploitative learning may weaken capability reconfigurations due to rigidities it may cause (Leonard-Barton, 1992) . Similarly, exploitative use of existing assets likely requires a different kind of sensing, seizing, and reconfiguring compared to exploration of latent market opportunities. Future research may benefit from studying whether and how processes concerning sensing, seizing, and reconfiguring differ for exploration versus exploitation.
Exploration and exploitation across organizational boundaries March (1991: 74) that has followed March (1991) .
Understanding the various dimensions of exploration and exploitation
Finally, a significant amount of research has studied exploration and exploitation in various contexts; e.g., diversification, internationalization, and knowledge development as manifestations of exploration (see Figures 4a and b) . There is a risk in relying on March (1991) to describe distinct phenomena and drawing seemingly generalizable conclusions (Lavie et al., 2010) . In fact, our analysis reveals that there is even greater potential for extending the notions of exploration and exploitation to new dimensions. In particular, the notion of exploration has been almost exclusively associated with innovation, even though March (1991) outlined a much broader conceptualization of this construct. Whereas scholars have relied on March's framework for studying innovation and search versus implementation and choice, future research may extend applications of the framework to variation, risktaking, play, and discovery (dimensions of exploration) as well as to execution and selection (dimensions of exploitation), which have been underrepresented according to our analysis.
Although such elaboration is likely to exacerbate the problem of generalizability, a remedy may involve a clear distinction between the dimensions in which exploration and exploitation are pursued. Once scholars clearly delineate these dimensions, they can identify unique boundary conditions and characterize the distinctive processes and performance implications ascribed to each dimension of exploration and exploitation. Additionally, since our findings reveal greater focus on exploration as opposed to exploitation, there is room for further research on the processes that support exploitation as well as on the means by which firms dislodge from path dependencies in exploitation (Levinthal & March, 1993) . Because our analysis uncovers a strong emphasis on performance implications and consequences in connection with exploration and exploitation, there is a need for more work on the antecedents and drivers of exploration and exploitation. Specifically, although environmental and organizational predictors are consistently featured in prior research (Lavie et al., 2010) , future research may seek to uncover unique antecedents such as possible interdependence in firms' exploration and exploitation tendencies. Such research can show, for instance how firms converge or diverge from the exploration tendencies exhibited by their alliance partners and competitors.
One of the reasons March (1991) has become influential in various research areas concerns its broad appeal and the fundamental principle of balance, which is applicable in various organizational domains and informs different disciplines. As scholars continue to build and apply his framework, it is essential to identify distinctive patterns and boundary conditions rather than advocate generalizable conclusions based on narrow conceptual and empirical settings (Aguinis, Boyd, Pierce, & Short, 2011). Research on ambidexterity and the balance between exploration and exploitation will continue to draw attention as it embodies a paradox and an essential dilemma that lacks a straightforward solution. Future research may seek to uncover the mechanisms that enable firms to adjust their levels of exploration and exploitation given environmental conditions and elucidate the dynamics by which exploration and exploitation levels are adjusted over time. This has been the essence of March's (1991) model, but it is yet to be fully leveraged in contemporary research on exploration and exploitation. The network graph is based on publications with a degree range > 4 and proximity scores > 12. Additionally, we weighted each publication with the number of citations they received from the sample of all publications (large nodes represent a more frequently cited publication). Please note: The attached labels are indicative only. Note: The results show for each cluster: (1) the absolute and relative size of the group based on number of publications; (2) the impact, measured as overall number of citations and average citations per paper; (3) the key themes derived from text mining, (4) the main representative articles related to each of those themes; and (5) each theme's main underlying theories or phenomena. 
Online Appendix A2: Method description Bibliographic coupling
Bibliographic coupling is one of main quantitative methods for mapping the structure and development of scientific fields and disciplines (Zupic & Čater, 2015) . Even though it has been traditionally less popular than co-citation analysis in the field of Business and Management, it is a very powerful tool with multiple attractive features for studies, and it has been becoming more popular within the past years (e.g. Devinney & Hohberger, 2016; Vogel & Güttel, 2012) . The main point of distinction is that bibliographic coupling uses the shared number of references between two publications to measures the proximity between these two publications (Kessler, 1963) . This is different from co-citations analysis, were the proximity between two publications is measured by the number of shared citations by other publications (Small, 1973) . It is important to note that bibliographic coupling is a static approach as the number of shared references between two publications remains constant over time (Zupic & Čater, 2015) . Therefore, it is well suited for analyzing trends in current research, even if they have not been cited yet (Vogel & Güttel, 2012; Zupic & Čater, 2015) . Co-citation analysis, on the other hand, is a dynamic approach, because by the number of shared citations by other publications can increase with each number of articles that cites both publications (Vogel & Güttel, 2012; Zupic & Čater, 2015) .
As a consequence, older publications can accumulate more citations than newer publications and thus, co-citation results can be biased towards the more recent publications. Furthermore, bibliographic coupling and co-citation analysis operate at different levels of analysis (Vogel & Güttel, 2012) . Co-citation analysis uses cited publications (references) to measures the similarity between two publications, while bibliographic coupling use references to measures the proximity of two citing publications. We are particularly interested in the academic structure within the publications citing March (1991) (and not his references), thus, we applied bibliographic coupling. However, we also have conducted co-citation analysis and the results can be requested by the authors.
In applying bibliographic coupling we followed previous research, in particular, Zupic and Čater (2015) and Randhawa et al. (2016) . First we calculated the coupling based proximity scores use the BibExcel software package (Persson, Danell, & Schneider, 2009 ).
We then use the proximity scores to analyze and visualize the relationship between the publications using network and network community analysis. Within bibliometric studies, network approaches have become increasingly popular (e.g. Randhawa et al., 2016; Vogel & Güttel, 2012; Zupic & Čater, 2015) , as they provide an accurate, effective, and readable visualization of a larger number of documents in a meaning full ways (Randhawa et al., 2016; Vogel & Güttel, 2012; Zupic & Čater, 2015) . Whereas other analysis and visualization techniques (e.g., exploratory factor analysis and multi-dimensional scaling) frequently benefit from a normalization of the proximity scores, this is not always the case for network-based approach (Wallace, Gingras, & Duhon, 2009; Zupic & Čater, 2015) . In our case, the results did not improve (or even worsened), by normalizing with the Salton's cosine (Salton & McGill, 1986) , thus, we use the raw scores. To visualize the network, we apply the 'Force Atlas 3D" network algorithm implemented in the Gephi software package (Bastian, Heymann, & Jacomy, 2009) . In a second step we used the "Louvain" modularity optimization method to identify research clusters (Blondel, Guillaume, Lambiotte, & Lefebvre, 2008) .
Thereby, the number of cluster is based on the resolution coefficient (Lambiotte, Delvenne, & Barahona, 2008) . Starting from the default value of 1.0, we experimented with various resolution coefficients in an iterative interactive fashion to find the sound clustering. The quality of the solutions was judged with a modularity parameter (minimum of 0.4) (Blondel et al., 2008) and by a qualitative assessment of the results.
Leximancer
Leximancer has been used in previous literature reviews (Biesenthal & Wilden, 2014; Liesch, Håkanson, McGaughey, Middleton, & Cretchley, 2011; Randhawa et al., 2016; Wilden, Devinney, & Dowling, 2016) to investigate what authors are actually writing about. The software conducts both conceptual (thematic) and relational (semantic) analysis of textual data (Rooney, 2005) , thus allowing researchers to analyze concepts (common text elements) and themes (groupings of revealed concepts). The algorithm automatically selects the most appropriate number of themes depending on the identified concepts and allows overlapping of clusters. Leximancer is appropriate for our exploratory research as it delivers high reproducibility and reliability of concept identifications and clustering, reducing biases typically underlying manually coded text analyses (Dann, 2010; Smith & Humphreys, 2006) . Furthermore, Leximancer has high face validity as its algorithms are profoundly rooted in recognized practice such as Bayesian decision theory and computational linguistics. Finally, Leximancer exhibits high correlative validity as it has been found to reveal patterns that correlate with other modes of pattern identification such as human coding (see, e.g., Grech, Horberry, & Smith, 2002; Wilden, Akaka, Karpen, & Hohberger, 2017) .
After downloading the relevant articles, we cleaned and prepared the textual data, converted the files into machine-readable format and deleted the references (Netzer, Feldman, Goldenberg, & Fresko, 2012) . This phase includes typical procedures, such as name and term preservation, tokenization, and using a stop list (Grech et al., 2002) . We merged word variants (e.g., "explore" and "exploration") and applied Leximancer's default stop word list (e.g., "and," "always," "just"), supplemented by terms without specific meaning in our textual data (e.g., "et", "al.," "table," "figure"). Next, Leximancer generates concept seeds "automatically using a ranking algorithm for finding seed words which reflect the themes present in the data. This process looks for words near the center of local maxima in the lexical co-occurrence network" (Smith, 2003: 23) . The aim of this phase was to uncover word clusters, which, when combined as a concept, maximize the relevancy of all the other words in the data. The learning algorithm starts with a partial concept definition (seeds) and extends the definition to find additional words (e.g., modifiers, synonyms) that convey the equivalent meaning. Leximancer weighs the seeds with the frequency with which they occur in sentences, including the concept, compared to how frequently the seeds appear in other parts of the textual data. This categorization of words is driven by the software algorithm and thus minimizes researcher bias. Additionally, predefined dictionaries may "restrict the exploration of material to a limited scope, and limit the possibility of having new concepts emerge from the material" (Indulska, Hovorka, & Recker, 2012: 49) . The concepts (dots in the figures) are word clusters conveying related meanings. The Leximancer default settings were used for the total number of concepts, learning threshold, etc.; however, we opted to exclude name-like concepts (i.e., words starting with a capital letter).
This process resulted in the automatically created dictionary comprising relevant concepts. We reviewed this initial concept list created by Leximancer through a Bayesian algorithm and deleted concepts that often occur in academic writing (e.g., "respondent," "literature," "significant"). Next, using the developed thesaurus, the data were marked with the identified concepts to a two-sentence resolution. The software algorithm considers a concept to appear in a sentence block if enough accrued evidence (the sum of the weights of the keywords) is found.
Subsequently, the concepts were mapped in a semantic network by applying an asymmetric scaling algorithm and ranking the concepts by their connectedness, based on the co-occurrence frequencies. Consequently, the algorithm extends beyond simply looking at concepts occurrences, and evaluates the proximity between concepts depending on how often they co-appear in the text. In these maps of meaning, "entity concepts are clustered according to weight and relationship, to create a concept cluster map" (Grech et al., 2002 (Grech et al., : 1719 . Then, the concepts are grouped them into themes. Finally, we inspected the resulting maps of meaning and their statistical information, investigated the maps stability by rerunning the algorithm several times and decided on the best number of themes by using the default setting. Thus, the final Leximancer outputs discussed in this paper are the result of the research team's reading of the conceivable structure of the data. 960 
Online Appendix A4: Coupling analysis
The following figures show the coupling analysis using network analysis and community detection (Blondel et al. 2008 ) for three broad time periods. As in the earlier networks, the nodes represent individual publications and the edges represent the connection between articles based on the proximity scores (shared references). To ease the interpretation and to focus on the most relevant publications, the network graph is based on publications with a degree range > 2 and proximity scores > 0.1. Additionally, the size associated with each of the publications is weighted with the number of citations a publication received. 
